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= ctfice every woek. Only a select few get 
to appear in Speediines. Why? 

“wn ‘space is the main problem - we just 
don’t have room to print all your missives in 
‘ach issve, However, there is another factor 

d behind what gets chosen - quality. The sad fact 
do you mea \s & small number of letters and drawings jost 

hen in N88 aren't goed enough to appear in ST a 
How do you make sure your work gets a better 1 <i THUNDERHAWK 

chance of getting selected? Follow these simple 2-~w SOIC CO 
a uidelines for & chance at tame, fortune ané your 3 —— HIGHT TRAP 
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|. Keep your letters short and to the point. 7 — SEWER SHARK 

Sonic The 8 FINAL FIGHT 
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4. Draw in ink on white paper. 
2, Avoid using pencil or crayon - our printers 

have 4 problem photographing them, 
1 == SOHIC CHADS 
2 —— JUNGLE BOOK 
3 —— MORTAL KOMBAT 3. Write your name and address clearly — 

toto tre oa Same JUnASsiCc PARK 4. Be original! Don’t just copy pictures out of pli epa a hen 
HUMAN ERROR: STC 17 the comic - try to come up with your own ? WINTER OLYMPICS 
Apologies to everyone who had trouble finding ideas. Original drawings get noticed! p~ 

8 -@me PRINCE OF PERSIA 

GENERAL 9 ow THE FLINTSTONES 

We cannot return drawings and photographs 10m GOLDEH AKE 

copies of STC no,17 last month. Distribution 

envelope. 
was good to hear than each new issue of |e Write your name and address on the back of 1 —— SOHIC CHAOS 

's Only Official Sega Comic is such an your photographs - they sometimes get 2a JUNGLE BOOK 
ited event. separated {rom your letters, 3— ECCO THE DOLPHIN 

ly you all managed to get hold of issue 3, Don’t challange us not to print your letter ~ 4-@m SOWIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 
17 eventually. If you didn't keep an eye open for because we probably won't! Sim PGA TOUR GOLF 
the new STC Back Issue Service, starting soon! 6 ~w COOL SPOT 
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THING TO, Bomine! 



Enter the zone that brings you 
reviews of all the new releases 

tor the Sega game systems 
STC Reviewers this issue: 
Stove May & Vincent Low. 

under 40% - Yaunsefiie 
40-70% = Normatsrite 
70-20% -Fum City 
80-20% ~ Big Time City 
over 90%: » Mage City 
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game type: SPORTS 

1 PLAYER 



er games are big business right 
ow. STC asked Christopher Jones to 

# some ‘expert’ players. 

erves and can deliver beautiful glory. A crunching tack 
flates an opposition player, a flying save 
ya “keeper, stretching every muscle in his 
ay, and a net lett billowing after a bullet 

val from a top striker. Soccer is Britain's 
ational game, from kicking a ball around a 
ayground to watching a match on TV 
weryone knows a bit about the game of 

y-two players and a leather ball 
In the summer of 1994, the World Cup 

nals are held for the first time in the U.S.A. 
nese finals promise American-style 
zzmatazz and games played inside huge, 
jomed arenas, packed with screaming fans. 
ongratulations to the Republic of Ireland as 
ack Charlton and his team have qualified to 
ake part in the soccer festivities. However, home 
pternational teams England, Scotland, Wales, and 
jorthern Ireland all disappointed their fans by failing to 
ook a place in soccer's most important competition. All 
not lost, though, because to ease the pain there are 

ro new premier soccer games available on the Sega 
jega Drive that deliver an equalising blast of 
appiness. 
FIFA International Soccer by Electronic Arts, and 

jensible Soccer by Sony Imagesott, have recently 
jeen storming the Mega Drive charts. They enable you 
get mixed up with the flailing boots, nasty fouls and 

ame- 
inning 
als, all 
om the 
mfort of 
pur own 
pmputer 
eg-out 
s big 
atch 
tion all 
e way 
ith these 
ort sim= 

ations, 

westigate the latest ‘state of play’ and get the opinions 

=ASPORTS 

FIFA INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 
1-4 PLAYERS 

‘This game really, really kicks! It's brought to you by those sports sim kings, 
Electronic Arts, and they've given 110% to produce the finest soccer game to 
date on the Mega Drive. FIFA International Soccer drops you right in the 
middle of a World Cup tournament. The graphics, sound and gameplay créate 
suthiamintense soccer atmosphere. that it's diffieult not to get cartled away and. 
believe thal you're, playing and’ managing the international team of your choivs, 
‘The game is played on a three-dimensional, diagonally-sloping pitch, that is 
‘surrounded by an ever reacting crowd. The graphics are stunning and the detail 
‘of tho animation allows for flying headers, ovarhead kioks and tricky backnenls. 
‘Tho controls are also very friendly, and in no timo at all you will reach Ryen 
Giga's standards with your bali ekills, 

‘Once your footballing skill improves you will also bring out the ast in the 
‘crowd. They constantly chant throughout sné respond Impressively to tho drama 

TT <=) [of the match, The sound on wis game is superb hit the crassbaf with = dipping 
‘shot end the *ooh” turns to “aah? with'the disappointment, 

FIFA International Soceer also has af 
endless list of play options, You ean choose your 
strategy att opt to Attach’ or Defend”, You can, 
even play aWimbledon-style "Long Ball! gene and 
putt thesball up toyyour strikers. Selection of your 
‘Yoamplayers is also possible, as are automatic 
goalkeepers.oAll this makes it a game worth 
‘dipping info the transfer marketifor. By this, | 
‘meanstransferring It rom the, shop te your 
MBga Drive, 

atball is game that excites the passions, jangles the 
le that 

"Ther nly 

| seoceer! 



SENSIBLE SOCCER 
SUNDAY LEAGUE VIEWS 
Sunday league soccer is played by a lot 

ungsters who really lov 
1-4 PLAYERS hese young players, scoring wddy pitch in front of x ha 

ems to mean as much os il the 
This game dalivers @ scored in the midst of a Merseyside 
no-frills, fast and Glasgow 4 
furious dose of soccer STC went down to Motspur Park ovtsids 

action, Ite arcade adon, where a team calle 
style soccer gameplay Association battle out their 

Ta) Ts igmey TIC cM | highly addictive, even if its graphics and sound are not exactly in the (RSER IRIS POR EeEUN 
Promior League. You look straight down onto tne smooth scrolling pitch) PR Muu eR McRae eter 
and can choose to battle it out in cups, leagues, or international these p occer sims. 

Stephen Pa aged 13 and a mad 
‘ 1s designed 0 make passing and sribbing easy, EMM NT 

Even a beginner can imitate one of Gazza's famed jinking runs. Its the way the crowd start singing fi 

[Jf beve on blg pus and ins single game, there's hardly tine to cates oA AANA rn 
your breath, What It lacks visually, It makes up for in raw energy and wicked, and the way the players ce 

‘awn soccer heaven, Leagues can be created, saved on the cartridge and ODOeEMet RON EEA A Petes 
RAVES GRAVES played over a series of weeks. You can even choose which month your ae Seannne ben 

OVERALL 

competitions start, affecting the weather and which pitch conditions AU UMPIRES 
you play under, The teams that inhabit these leagues can be your own MPO 
creations, or you can use Sensible Soccer's silly teams to fill them COREE a 
up. You might want to pair Liverpool and Barcelona with the likes of 0 scored is called ‘Crispy Duck 
Crisp Flavours’ X! whose star strikers ‘Salt & Vinegar’ and ‘Pickles oth these lads dream of one day 
Onion’ regularly tind the target. All in all, Sensible Soccer bas tons MODE ecg 
ot-options, kit changing, tactics and the usual substitutions. It will they're happy to play for their scho 
‘appedl to those who love a quick and fun kick-about ourse, on their Mega Drives. 

“If you haven't 
got the ball you 

can’t score goals.” 
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<—_  & “Puts the game in a 
; ( ifferent league, Brian.” 
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Saterday morning TY cartooe show in America. The game is v 
straightforward and is pitched at tbe very young. 

Other Moga Drive goodies on show featured: King of the 
\e. Tecm 

etball 
which looked average 

Gametek had & platform game called Brutal, Pinball Dreams 
(converted from the Amiga), and a Nigel Mansell racing game. For APG 
fans thore was Lunar Silver Star trom Working Designs, w 
looked pretty basic, but had plenty of depth and challenge for thone 
long winter nights! 

Star Trek: The Next Generation for the Megs Drive joked 2 
rotty average RPG, as did Shadowrun. World Heroes, {rom the SNK 

arcade game, lookeé OK, but was quits player. Subterrania, & 
d up to massive reens and renning the new Virtua stunning-looking game, was similar to the golden oldie Thrust, trem 

tea Fighters wa: the C64 and Spectrum era. 
‘or most of the Tengen is cracking on with its Mega Drive line-up for 1994 ani 

was showing Awest jum (a platform gamo with almost 
MEGA CD continuous speech), Interplanetary Lizards [interesting characters 

but plays like most plattorm games), and Grindstormer (2 grest little 
‘ y ind the Maga CD shooter). Fans of L can get the game of the film quite 

ay included soon, It has some 3 g eckdrops ang 
jorm sequences 

Dracula Unleashed [feat #},$ 10s was working away on Popeye (a0 average-looking 
‘ c t platformer) and FCI ad two RPG games: Might and Magic 3 a 

clip r pitched firmly at the younger player, while Sylvester & Tweet 
4 stunsing geme with the most incredible digitised speech and music 
that rates among the best ever heard on a game! 

mage big nen : GAME GEAR 
ular © There was littie te offer in the way of surprises. In fact, the only real 

d s ints of interest were Donalé Duck In Deep Duck Trouble 
8 dven janother great platormer), Seratch Golf, and some U.S. spo 

r games of limited interest to Europe 
And 30 we end the Winter CES.The whole circus moves onto 

Chicago In the summer, when eves more sew games and sew hai 
P will be reveated. Holé your breath until then. 
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The most praised Mega 
Drive graphics of all time appeared in the 

blockbuster Aladdin. STC’s game guru, David Gibbon 
grabs his sword and turns street rat to bring you 

the complete solution. 



LEVEL 6 JAFAR'S PALACE 
Go right, jumping over the fire, Fall gown past the 

swinging ball & chains, Once on the ground, go right for extra energy, then 
continue left and onto the carpet, Jump off to the right as soon as the 
carpet hovers near a platform. Continue right, then climb down the gold 
ope. Go up the next rope for more energy, then continue left and onto the 

Keep running and jumping right. 
n time you jump, make sure 

au are standing right on the carpet 
go otherwise you may end up 

the lava. At the end of the FINAL GUARDIAN 
nel where the 

oks fall behind you, be sure to When Jafar is trying to pull you in with his magic beam, keep to the far 
stand on the red (ava before you right. As soon as it stops, approach him and throw apples, then immediately 

retreat, After several hits he will turn into a fire-breathing Cobre snake. Try 
and jump over the flames while throwing apples at the snake. Alter several 
hits you should have completed the game, Go on to kiss Princess Jasmine - 

ump or you won't make it (see ks 
jgenshol) ‘+ 

Abba! 

ze 
LEVEL : it you stil di't 

manage to get 
& > through Aladdi 

Bgreat round for notching up a just wait until the 
ig score. Keep watching the next Q Zone. | 

Ue hands for a guide to which have an excellent 
way you should move = up or down ‘cheat lined-up to 
When you see a7 of two hands appear atthe same tine always stay atthe make the game a 
pottom. complete doddle! 

LEVEL § Ava Str log poer au ro 

Jump onto the genie head and bounce right. Grab 
id of the heads, go right to the end, then jump down onto hand. Jump TOP TIPS 

Jght onto a moving hand, Jump onto another hand, then up onto 2 gold 
jand, Go right and stand next to an arrow pointing upwards, You should now 
¢ jumping in the air. Climb up the moving hands, then grab hold of the blue 

right and fall onto sn orange cushion. Now, jump up and grab 
nto a balloon, Keep jumping from balloon ta balloon heading right. When 
jou reach the end, land on a ‘rest’ cushion, Go right and jump into the big 

slue hands, Head down past tho letter 8, then go right, jumping across the 
ie heads. Land on a ‘rast’ cushion and go down, right and onto a moving 

sand. Jump off two more flicking hands and grab hold of the blue heads. 
Head right across the hands, then jump up into the blue trail. Keep going 
ight, across further hands and enter the ganie’s mouth to finigh. 

an at the pediars stalls. Reme 

LEVEL ) en fying arcand tie 

Walk left across the flamingos and stones to reach 
fhe magic carpet. Use your sword constantly whenever you're on the carpet 

to get rid of those pesky parrots, Now, go right and climb up the 
01d rope, When you raach the top, go lett and onto the carpet feathers 
Head right, and once you have landed, get on the carpet - egaint inneeaarere 
Once you're on the ground, jump left across the platforms. Now, psc 
jump up and grab hold of the top rail. Go right, and when you 
‘00 the monkey's cage, Jump up to release him, Continue right, 
down the rope, lett, down the black hole and right to ond. 

Go right, then up the steps, Now, keep throwing apples at tha 
parrot and hit the ghosts with your sword, After several hits, the 
parrot will be aceasedt 



TAILS' AND ERROLS QUEST TO RESCUE SHIROB, THE MISSING 
ENCHANTER KING, LOOKS LIKE IT MAY HAVE COME TO AN END. 

KNOW I'M SPOSED TO 
. EAT HIM? 



SY / 1 CANT FLY QQ — 
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Mf sex 

QUICKLY, 
‘LL BE SAFE 
IN HERE! 

Wy, 

WELL. 
HAVE TO TRY / 

AND MAKE IT TO THE 
TUNNEL, THIS 
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you KNOW 
TAILS, IM SURE WERE 

HEADING DEEPER UNDERGROUND 
‘AND NOT BACK TO THE 

SURFACE, 

NO TAILS, 
| MOST CERTAINLY 

00 NOT WANT TO BE 
RESCUED. 



Dear sto 
Like your comic and | also loved the Sonic the 

hog 2 yed it all the time on my 
Sega MO. al school and your comic 
heips my reat 
Tommy Clifford, Hayes, Middlesex. 
MD owner 
Sonic Water Fun Game Winner, 

inks, Tommy. Hope you have as 
much fun with Sonic 3 - not to 

fea” mention future issues of STC! 

A TOAST TO 

Dear STC. 
Fm not one to complain, but I've written i three times and. 

you haven't even printed one of my letters yet, Some people just 
put: “Is this the shortest letter you've ever had", and you bother 
to print it, while others put a lot of elfort in. So, please could 
you print this or I'l scream. 
David Brown, Surbiton, Surrey, MD owner. 
Sonic Water Fun Game Winner. 

Nothing personal, David. STC gets hundreds of letters 
‘avory week, if we printed each one, we'd have no 
room to print anything else, Now keep quiet, there's 

a lota lazy humes trying fo sleep round here! 

U's tract Every latter and drawing printed on this page win 

an be yours. Fill it with water and pump th 
‘ean help Sonic catch ail the ngs. I's chal 

The Sonle Water Fun Game is just part of a range of mega 
Sonic products {yom Tomy which can be bought at toy shops and 

Gepariment st have problems finding & stockist in your ar 
' Tomy Care Line on 0703 87226 



INEXT ISSUE... (ila 

IT FLIES! 

IT'S FREE! 
WHO ARE YOU? 

HOT-SHOTS ONLY! 

1 

GAME INTO STRIP 

MEGA HITS THIS ISSUE! SHE’S CUTE, SHE’S 
PINK, SHE’S TROUBLE! 

SONIC THE COMIC 

(ON SALE SATURDAY HOW DO YOU RATE ISSUE 20 
- NEXT ISSUE! 5th MARCH 

— SLE 

MISS IT AND 
ETERNAL CHAMPIONS 
SHINOBI FOREVER REGRET 
TAILS im 


